Background {#Sec1}
==========

Quaternary climatic oscillations (2.6 million years ago--present) have profoundly impacted the current distribution and genetic diversity of extant species \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\]. Species contracted to refugial areas during cold glaciation periods, and then expanded their distribution ranges on warm interglacial periods \[[@CR1], [@CR2]\]. Under glacial cycling, refugia play an important role in maintaining genetic diversity and providing sources of admixture in postglacial colonization \[[@CR3], [@CR4]\]. Identifying refugial populations sheds light on the influence of Quaternary climate in current distributions and may also help in predicting species responses to future climatic change \[[@CR5]--[@CR8]\].

Identification of refugia has always been challenging \[[@CR5], [@CR9]\]. Responses of species to climatic changes may be different due to their unique biology and historical distributions \[[@CR10]\]. This leads to variable genetic imprints when tracing the evolutionary history of species. Refugial populations usually possess higher genetic diversity than the derived populations, however, high genetic diversity can be found in non-refugial regions due to hybridization in postglacial colonization \[[@CR5]\] and high gene flow from refuge areas \[[@CR11]\]. Human-mediated dispersal can reshape the genetic structure of animal populations and superimpose new signatures on existing natural phylogeographical patterns \[[@CR12]\]. Patterns of genetic structure among species can be different due to their dispersal ability \[[@CR13]\]. Species with low dispersal ability can be used to infer refugia in a local region while species with higher dispersal ability can be used to infer refugia on a larger scale.

Recent developments around hypothesis-based approaches, such as Approximate Bayesian Computation (ABC) \[[@CR14]\], and the integration of species distribution models \[[@CR15]\], can help to resolve complex scenarios around phylogeographical patterns. An increasing number of phylogeographical studies have successfully identified refugial populations using these methods when combined with a deep understanding of population differentiation \[[@CR5]--[@CR8], [@CR16]\].

The impacts of Quaternary climate on the distribution and genetic diversity of extant species have been well studied in Europe and North America \[[@CR1], [@CR2], [@CR17]\]. Multiple refugia were identified in regions as part of these studies \[[@CR9], [@CR18]\]. Most species in regions considered in these studies were influenced by the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) dated to 27--19 thousand years ago (kya) \[[@CR18]\]. In Europe, Mediterranean peninsulas acted as glacial refugia and as sources of recolonization \[[@CR2]\] while recent studies have also identified multiple refugia for species in northern Europe \[[@CR6]\].

Unlike Europe and North America, the climate was warmer in eastern Asia with less area covered by ice sheets in the LGM \[[@CR17], [@CR19]\]. Patterns of genetic diversity influenced by Quaternary climate may therefore be different in eastern Asia. On a spatial scale, refugia have been traced to southern areas \[[@CR3], [@CR20]\] and to northern areas \[[@CR21]\]. The Qinghai-Tibetan Plateau (QTP) is the hotspot for many phylogenetic and phylogeographic studies in East Asia \[[@CR22], [@CR23]\]. The uplift of QTP leads to numerous endemic species in this area \[[@CR24]\]. Multiple microrefugia were identified in QTP and its adjacent areas for many endemic species \[[@CR22], [@CR25], [@CR26]\]. Other studies focused on regional areas, such as northeastern China \[[@CR21], [@CR27], [@CR28]\] and southern China \[[@CR20], [@CR29]\] and refugia were identified within these areas. There is a lack of study on wider range-scale identification of Quaternary climate on species evolutionary history in East Asia \[[@CR30]--[@CR32]\], which might be caused by the limited distribution of the species used in previous studies. On a temporal scale, divergence times of populations appear to be variable, dating to Late Pliocene to Early Pleistocene \[[@CR33]\], the penultimate glacial period (about 170 kya) \[[@CR34]\], and the LGM \[[@CR35]\]. The repeated influence by Quaternary climate oscillations made the postglacial history of species complicated in east Asia. Range expansion and inter−/postglacial recolonization were reported in species of east Asia \[[@CR36]--[@CR38]\], however, limited population admixture with multiple refugia existed in some other species \[[@CR29]\]. Thus, species in eastern Asia might be survived in single or multiple refugia and impacted by different glacial periods of the Quaternary, although the evidence remains relatively limited.

The oriental fruit moth (OFM), *Grapholita molesta* (Busck, 1916) (Lepidoptera: Tortricidae) is a major pest of stone and pome fruit, especially species of Rosaceae \[[@CR39]\], inflicting severe damage to orchards \[[@CR39]\]. Larvae of the OFM cause damage by boring into twigs as well as fruits. Historical and population level studies traced the native range of this species to East Asia; it spread into other stone-fruit growing regions, including the Middle East, Europe, Africa, South and North America, New Zealand and Australia, from eastern Asia in the last century \[[@CR39], [@CR40]\]. Our recent study using population genetic approach revealed that southwest China around Yunnan is the area where OFM originated \[[@CR41]\]. A weak but significant genetic structure on a continental scale was found on the global studies of the OFM \[[@CR40]\]. Strong population genetic structure with isolation by distance was found in its native range of China; the estimated divergence time between the two haplotype lineages fall within the Pleistocene \[[@CR41]\]. In small sale of Brazil, geographic distance was defined as the main factor affecting genetic structure and gene flow in the invasive populations \[[@CR42]\]. These studies showed that the genetic structure of the OFM was strongly influenced by geographical isolation \[[@CR41], [@CR42]\]. In introduced areas of South Africa and Italy, no pattern of isolation by distance was found within populations of the OFM, indicating that active and passive dispersal associated with accidental anthropogenic displacements helped to expand their geographical range \[[@CR43], [@CR44]\]. Structured populations from different orchards within an area indicated a selective host switch occurred in certain segments of the population \[[@CR45]\]. The high level of genetic differentiation, wide distribution and evidence of dispersal make OFM a promising model species to identify refugia and test scenarios of past climate in shaping genetic patterns in eastern Asia.

In southwestern China near Yunnan province, a highly diverged mitochondrial lineage was identified in populations from the Sichuan Basin, indicating this area is a putative refugium during glaciations for OFM \[[@CR41]\]. Thus, both the original area of Yunnan and Sichuan Basin may server as refugia of the OFM during Quaternary. Because that only single representative populations from Yunnan and Sichuan have been considered so far \[[@CR41]\], patterns of genetic differentiation in its native region remain unclear, which limits the identification of refugia of OFM.

In this study, we explored genetic diversity and population structure within and around the original area of OFM in southwestern China. We chose 12 microsatellite loci developed from genome-scale analysis in and two mitochondrial genes in the current study because both sets of genetic markers can reveal genetic differentiation at small and large scales \[[@CR40], [@CR41], [@CR44]\]. We hypothesized that there were multiple refugia located in the native range of OFM in southwestern China. By densely sampling the native range, we aimed to reveal refugia of OFM in the Quaternary and the impact of climate oscillations on population patterns. Specifically, we verified whether the Sichuan Basin served as a refugium and its relationship to the native range in Yunnan and surrounding areas. By examining the population history of a widespread insect species in its native range of East Asia, we also aimed to understand the impact of Quaternary climate on species history on a large spatial scale and long temporal scale.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

Power of microsatellite markers and population genetic diversity {#Sec3}
----------------------------------------------------------------

POWSIM analysis showed that our microsatellite loci are sufficient to provide a 96% probability of detecting an *F*~*ST*~ as low as 0.0025 for all populations and 100% probability of detecting an *F*~*ST*~ as low as 0.005, indicating that the markers genotyped in our study had strong statistical power to investigate population differentiation in OFM (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S1).

Based on microsatellite loci, the expected heterozygosity ranged from 0.393 to 0.696 with an average of 0.560 for individual population (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). The observed heterozygosity was significantly lower than those corresponding *H*~*e*~, falling between 0.256 and 0.363 with an average of 0.313. The average number of alleles was the smallest in the GDGZ population (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}). There was a relatively high null allele frequency in each population, ranging from 0.099 to 0.226, and the null allele frequency among the 12 loci was between 0.015 and 0.246. The inbreeding coefficients of each geographical population are high (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}), possibly related to sampling of OFM (although individuals were sampled from different trees). However high *F*~*IS*~ also results from null alleles. Hardy--Weinberg tests show that 6 out of 12 loci and most of the individual population significantly deviated.Table 1Genetic diversity of the *Grapholita molesta* populationsGroupPopulation*HeHoA* ~*R*~NAF*F* ~*IS*~*SHdPi*YNYNPE0.3930.2562.7930.1130.357180.4260.002YNYNBS0.5590.3543.4440.1350.372180.7570.002YNYNHH0.5130.3623.1560.0990.30120.3680.000YNYNQJ0.5460.3483.5500.1290.36910.8330.000YNYNKM0.5280.3563.5400.1280.33140.6780.001SCSCCD0.6830.287[5.129]{.ul}0.2260.586110.8910.003SCSCNC0.6960.363[5.191]{.ul}0.1940.484240.7900.003SCSCBZ0.6270.359[4.733]{.ul}0.1540.434190.7060.003SCSCGY0.6610.344[4.979]{.ul}0.1830.48829[0.944]{.ul}0.006AMGDGZ0.4510.2072.8190.1560.54760.3770.001AMGXNN0.5520.3463.5500.1310.38110.7260.001AMGZGY0.6230.257[4.532]{.ul}0.2160.59426[0.982]{.ul}0.005AMGSTS0.5620.3403.8320.1470.40216[0.881]{.ul}0.004AMQHHD0.5670.3093.6960.1660.463120.2360.001NEHNCS0.5610.2943.6760.1540.48821[0.894]{.ul}0.004NEFJND0.5620.3084.1440.1540.45810[0.889]{.ul}0.002NEZJNB0.6020.2694.1080.1960.56110.7710.001NESXYA0.5660.2943.9580.1650.486180.8410.002NESDQD0.4990.2793.5890.1360.449100.8100.001NEBJPG0.5190.3333.8820.1240.363110.8300.002NELNSY0.4890.3013.5250.1200.39080.6850.001*He* expected heterozygosity, *Ho* observed heterozygosity, *A*~*R*~ allele richness, *NAF* null allele frequency, *F*~*IS*~ inbreeding coefficients, *S* number of polymorphic (segregating) sites, *Hd* haplotype diversity; *Pi*, nucleotide diversity. The underlined numbers are the top five values of *A*~*R*~ and *Hd* in all populations

Based on the mitochondrial marker, 109 haplotypes were observed from the 491 combined genes. The haplotype diversity was 0.9 evaluated from the combined mitochondrial genes and among the individual population it was also significantly high, ranged from 0.236 for QHHD population to 0.982 for GZGY population (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}).

Population genetic structure {#Sec4}
----------------------------

Among the 21 populations, high pairwise *F*~*ST*~ values were found between populations whenever null alleles were considered (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}).Table 2*F*~*ST*~ values calculated in FREENA based on microsatellite lociPopulationBJPGFJNDGDGZGSTSGXNNGZGYHNCSLNSYQHHDSCBZSCCDSCGYSCNCSDQDSXYAYNBSYNHHYNKMYNPEYNQJZJNBBJPG--0.0350.1930.0680.0810.0690.02100.0450.0650.0780.0830.0950.0250.020.1080.1350.0880.2130.1310.027FJND0.032--0.1750.0540.0730.060.0140.0420.0530.0670.0650.0750.0810.0390.0540.1120.1060.110.1970.140.031GDGZ0.2180.193--0.1940.1920.1260.1550.1810.160.1650.1640.1640.1810.2060.170.1570.190.1640.20.1680.154GSTS0.0760.0670.222--0.10.0410.0490.0740.0250.0530.040.0220.0620.0610.050.1110.1650.1170.1880.130.024GXNN0.0820.0780.2110.108--0.0520.0870.0920.1090.0910.0850.0890.0840.1220.1220.1280.160.130.2280.140.083GZGY0.0670.0640.1390.0460.05--0.0480.0680.0490.0330.0190.0190.0370.0890.070.0630.1160.0750.1230.0650.033HNCS0.0340.0150.1750.0580.0990.051--0.0380.0360.0540.0580.050.0670.0190.0210.0910.1060.0860.1760.1240.016LNSY−0.0050.0440.2080.0910.0970.070.054--0.0610.0750.0820.0860.1050.0390.0440.1080.1340.0980.1950.1380.042QHHD0.0520.0570.1830.0240.1120.0510.040.074--0.0580.060.0520.0780.0330.0290.0840.1340.070.1750.1110.022SCBZ0.0740.0770.1810.0640.1060.040.0630.0920.066--0.0110.0130.0120.0710.0610.0980.1720.1080.1750.1050.02SCCD0.0760.0680.1760.0390.0870.0220.0530.0880.0690.01--0.0040.010.0850.070.090.160.1130.1760.1090.019SCGY0.0790.0750.1770.0180.0890.0180.0450.0890.0460.0090--0.0120.0890.060.0920.1620.1090.1550.1010.023SCNC0.0970.0830.1950.0630.0940.0460.0670.1150.0780.0070.0110.011--0.1010.080.110.1750.1240.1910.1220.035SDQD0.0370.0390.2250.0630.1330.0880.0230.0490.0320.0840.0840.0830.1--0.0260.1140.1660.1010.220.1570.023SXYA0.0140.0570.1910.0540.1240.0740.0290.0390.0280.0670.0740.0620.0830.02--0.0830.130.090.1910.1180.018YNBS0.1240.1280.1770.1280.1320.0640.1070.1280.0980.1090.0970.090.1170.130.091--0.0740.0620.0670.0580.069YNHH0.1480.1140.2180.1860.1560.1080.1240.1550.150.1820.1580.160.1770.1850.1430.089--0.0980.0980.0730.142YNKM0.1080.1240.1890.1430.1390.0810.1050.1220.0910.130.1290.1170.1390.1230.1060.0710.109--0.1060.0640.091YNPE0.2360.2160.2290.2150.2360.1190.1930.2310.1960.190.1790.1570.1970.2460.210.0660.1090.113--0.0540.178YNQJ0.1490.1610.20.1560.1510.0680.1460.1630.1340.1240.1220.1080.1360.1830.1390.070.0760.0790.058--0.108ZJNB0.0270.0350.1690.0260.0870.0370.0180.0430.0280.0280.0250.0220.0410.0170.0120.0760.1540.1130.1940.131--The upper matrix is *F*~*ST*~ values calculated in FREENA using ENA model; the lower is *F*~*ST*~ values calculated in FREENA without ENA model

Based on combined mitochondrial genes and/or microsatellites, the POPTREE2 analysis generated the same topology, in which populations of OFM were divided into three genetic lineages. One was formed by populations from Yunnan and three populations around Yunnan (YN), another was formed by populations from Sichuan and two surrounding populations (SC), and the third was formed by seven populations from the northern and eastern region (NE) (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 1Phylogenetic relationships among the populations of *Grapholita molesta* based on microsatellite loci. The three circles marked by a dashed line show the three groups identified in the populations of *G. molesta*, i.e., Yunnan group (YN), Sichuan group (SC) and group in eastern and northern regions (NE)

BAPS analysis using microsatellites identified a similar genetic pattern. Different clusters from those in the core populations of Yunnan and Sichuan were identified in surrounding populations (Fig. [2a](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). BAPS analysis based on mitochondrial genes revealed three clusters, the major one was widely distributed in populations from Yunnan and northern and eastern regions; the second one was mainly distributed in population from Sichuan Basin and the other one was mainly distributed in populations surrounding Sichuan Basin (Fig. [2b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 2Collection sites, BAPS analysis of the population structure based on microsatellite loci (**a**) and mitochondrial genes (**b**). The three circles in figure (**a**) marked by a dashed line show the three groups identified in the populations of *G. molesta*: the orange circles show the Yunnan group (YN), the yellow ones show the Sichuan group (SC) while the blue circles show the other group in eastern and northern regions (NE). The two solid line circles in figure (**a**) display the core populations in YN and SC groups. The dash line circle in figure (**b**) shows the SC groups, while the solid line circle indicates core populations. The color bar shows the altitude (m). Codes of populations are listed in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}

STRUCTURE analysis indicated the optimal number of clusters was two (Fig. [3a](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Increasing the number of clusters showed a clear pattern with three major clusters (Yunnan, Sichuan and NE) and a group of populations with admixture (AM in Fig. [3b](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 3Delta K (**a**) and population genetic structure (**b**) of *Grapholita molesta* analyzed by STRUCTURE. Codes for the populations and groups are given in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. YN, Yunnan group; SC, Sichuan group; NE, northern and eastern group; AM, set of populations with admixture

In DAPC analysis, an inverted V-shaped pattern for the distribution of populations was evident. Populations from Yunnan and Sichuan located at two tips. Populations from NE and AM connected the two groups at the top position (Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting these populations are derived from Yunnan and Sichuan.Fig. 4Discriminant Analysis of Principal Components (DAPC) in populations of *Grapholita molesta*. Codes for the populations and groups are given in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. YN, Yunnan group; SC, Sichuan group; NE, northern and eastern group; AM, set of populations with admixture

Finally, we tested isolation by distance and correlation between two sets of genetic markers. Based on microsatellites, there was significant IBD in populations of OFM (*r* = 0.311, *p* = 0.002), however, when based on mitochondrial genes, no IBD was present (*r* = 0.018, *p* = 0.417). Incongruent between microsatellites and mitochondrial genes in IBD was confirmed by no significant correlation between pairwise *F*~*ST*~ values calculated from them. Outliers of IBD plots based on mitochondrial genes were found in population pairs involving Sichuan and admixture populations. When we excluded those populations, IBD was present in an analysis based on mitochondrial genes (*r* = 0.422, *p* = 0.003) and significant correlation was found between pairwise *F*~*ST*~ values calculated from two sets of markers (*r* = 0.4, *p* = 0.004).

Haplotype relationships and divergent times {#Sec5}
-------------------------------------------

Based on combined mitochondrial genes, the SPLITSTREE analysis revealed two major lineages and two intermediate lineages among haplotypes (Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}). One major lineage was composed of haplotypes from Sichuan and its surrounding populations. The other one consisted of haplotypes mostly from Yunnan and the NE populations. The two intermediate lineages between the two major lineages were composed of individuals from populations located between or around Yunnan and Sichuan. The divergence time between major lineages of Yunnan and Sichuan OFM was estimated to be 329.2 (95% highest posterior density: 204.6--461.5) kya, while that between populations of Sichuan and populations with admixture was 227.3 (95% highest posterior density: 113.2--309.2) kya (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S1). TSC analysis revealed similar topology of haplotype relationships to SPLITSTREE with three major groups of haplotypes. Haplotype 4, a widely distributed haplotype in 14 populations, was inferred as the ancestral haplotype (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S2).Fig. 5SPLITSTREE network for the *Grapholita molesta* haplotypes constructed by the method neighbor-net, based on combined mitochondrial genes. Circles of the same color indicate haplotypes from the same population. 'Shared' indicates the haplotype is shared by different populations. No unique haplotype was found in population YNQJ

Demographic history and gene flow {#Sec6}
---------------------------------

BEAST analysis showed relatively constant effective population sizes in each analyzed population (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S3).

In DIYABC analysis, scenario 3 was supported with the highest posterior probability in 15 of the 32 data sets in step 1, with the posterior probabilities ranging from 0.1681 to 0.5064, which is an overwhelming advantage and far higher than a mean posterior probability, suggesting that NE populations were a mixture of Yunnan and Sichuan populations (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S2, Figure S4). Scenarios 8 and 9, in which Yunnan was derived from NE and was an admixture of NE and Sichuan, respectively, were alternatively supported in data sets when a relatively more admixed population of YNBS or SCGY was included (see Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} and Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). In step 2, 14 of 15 datasets supported the notion that the Sichuan populations had split from Yunnan, the posterior probabilities located between 0.3985 and 0.8630 (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S2). In step 3, the results showed that GXNN and GDGZ were an admixture from Yunnan and NE populations, while GSTS was an admixture of populations from Sichuan and NE, and QHHD had split from populations of NE (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S2).

IMa2 analysis showed that the migration rate from Yunnan to Sichuan populations was 0.97, while the reverse direction was 0.55, suggesting higher gene flow from Yunnan to Sichuan.

Distribution of the two genetic clusters of OFM {#Sec7}
-----------------------------------------------

When all occurrence sites were used in analysis, the average testing AUC (area under the curve) for replicate runs of current potential distribution was 0.859 and the standard deviation was 0.01. The modeled current potential distribution of OFM was basically the same to its actual distribution (Fig. [6a](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). OFM is a widespread species in the present and in the past times, when projecting the current niche into historical climate conditions (Fig. [6a-d](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). The potential distribution of OFM showed the most widely distribution at LIG period. The north populations shrunken during LGM when the ice age arrived. With the warming of temperature after LGM, populations expanded to north and south at MID and current conditions. Sichuan Basin and Yunnan is unfavorable for OFM at the past climatic conditions when all occurrence sites were included in analysis (red boxes in Fig. [6b-d](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 6Potential distribution range of *Grapholita molesta* estimated by hindcasting the present niche model onto the last interglacial (LIG, 120 kya), LGM (21 kya) and mid-Holocene (MID, 6 kya) periods in East Asia using Maxent. **a** The current potential distribution using occurrences of total populations; (**b**-**d**) the inferred distribution range indicated from figure **a** onto the MID (**b**), LGM (**c**) and LIG (**d**) periods. **e** The current potential distribution using occurrences of Sichuan lineage; (**f**-**h**) the inferred distribution range hindcasted from figure **e** onto the MID (**f**), LGM (**g**) and LIG (**h**) periods. Green points represent the occurrences used in this study (**a**, **e**). Green and red boxes show the location of Sichuan Basin

When occurrence sites of Sichuan lineage were used in analysis, the present and past potential distributions of the OFM are shown in Fig. [6e-h](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}. The average AUC values were 0.963, and the standard deviation was 0.007. The current potential distribution of Sichuan lineage shows a continuous range in the southwest of China, Sichuan basin, Qinling Mountains, and Loess Plateau (Fig. [6e](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). At the past climatic conditions, the distribution of Sichuan lineage was always complementary with that estimated by all occurrence sites (Fig. [6a-d](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). At the LIG, the distribution range was fragmented into several parts, and it was mainly in Yunnan-Guizhou plateau and Sichuan Basin which became less suitable during the LGM period (Fig. [6g-h](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). At the MID, the distribution range contracted greatly and was mainly located around Sichuan Basin (Fig. [6f](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Sichuan lineage always distributed in or around Sichuan Basin and Yunnan during the Pleistocene climatic fluctuations. It seems that Sichuan Basin and Yunnan is not suitable for the majority OFM (red boxes in Fig. [6b-d](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}) while suitable for Sichuan lineage (green boxes in Fig. [6f-h](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"}) at the past climate conditions.

We evaluated the niche overlap between Sichuan lineage (Fig. [2b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) and the total OFM populations, in order to investigate whether the niche of the Sichuan lineage has undergone differentiation from other populations during the climatic fluctuations. PCA-env analyses showed that the niche in the Sichuan lineage had a moderated overlap (D = 0.465) with total populations (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S5a-b). The niche equivalency is rejected, and the observed niche overlap is significantly smaller than simulated overlap (*P* \< 0.01; Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S5d), indicating that the environmental niche of Sichuan lineage has differentiated from other populations. The niche similarity test of Sichuan lineage to total OFM populations is significant (*P* \< 0.01; Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S5e), suggesting that niches of Sichuan lineage are more different to total OFM populations than expected by chance. However, niche similarity of total OFM populations to Sichuan lineage fell within the 95% confidence limits of the null distributions (*P* = 0.088; Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Figure S5e), leading to non-rejection of the hypothesis that total OFM populations retained niche similarity to Sichuan lineage. These results were consistent with Maxent and molecular results that the distribution of Sichuan lineage was restricted in a relatively small region at current and past climate condition, while the other lineages expand to the whole current distribution range.

Discussion {#Sec8}
==========

In this study, we investigated the population genetic structure and demographic history of OFM in its purported native range mainly around Yunnan and Sichuan. By dense sampling and using phylogeographical and ecological niche modelling approaches, we were able to identify putative glacial refugia of this species.

Both nuclear and mitochondrial markers unveiled strong genetic structure in populations of OFM, as previously found for this species in China \[[@CR41]\]. Three distinct genetic groups were identified, corresponding to the Yunnan, Sichuan and NE groups, as well as a set of populations composed of multiple genetic clusters surrounding Yunnan and Sichuan groups. However, no group or population set showed a particularly high level of genetic diversity for either set of markers (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}).

Based on the identified population genetic structure, there are two possible scenarios around OFM refugia. One of these has refugia in locations with highly admixed populations. This pattern has been found in other species (Boyer, 2016, ME, mite; Carnaval 2009, Science), reflecting the fact that populations in refugia areas represent sinks to which other populations disperse. However, the three populations of OFM with the highest levels of admixed clusters are located in higher latitude and altitude regions compared to Yunnan and Sichuan, making them unlikely to represent sinks. Further analysis using DAPC revealed that these admixed populations are at intermediate positions between the Yunnan and Sichuan groups.

In species with a single refugium, a star-like haplotype network and decreased genetic diversity from the refugium to newly colonized areas are expected \[[@CR46]\], neither of which was observed in OFM. The presence of admixed populations around Sichuan indicates that the Sichuan Basin served as a refugium separate from Yunnan. Multiple refugia were also supported in the IBD analyses, which indicated a lack of IBD generally but the presence of IBD when populations from Sichuan and the admixed region were excluded (for mitochondrial genes). After the dispersal of OFM from Yunnan to Sichuan, it is likely that a glacial event led to the separation of the two groups, while during interglacial periods intermediate areas were recolonized from adjacent regions as evidenced in our DIYABC analysis. Multiple refugia with this kind of pattern have been identified in many species in Europe and North America \[[@CR6]--[@CR8], [@CR11]\].

We validated refugia by niche modelling the distribution of OFM under palaeoclimates. Species distribution models reconstruct past distribution of species by projecting the relationship between empirical observations and environmental data to earlier time periods using palaeoclimatic data \[[@CR15], [@CR47]\]. This approach can resolve complex evolutionary histories when integrating with molecular data \[[@CR5], [@CR16], [@CR48]\]. Niche model analysis showed the distribution areas predicted for Sichuan lineage and total populations were highly complementary in Sichuan area. These results were consistent with those of IMa2 and DIYABC analysis, which gave powerful evidence that the Sichuan region survived as another refugium during the palaeoclimates and the Sichuan population is strongly an endemic one. Although the estimated time on the formation of the two refugia in Sichuan and Yunnan (ca. 329.2 kya) is earlier than the most ancient climate data that we can retrieve, our results indicated conditions in Yunnan and Sichuan were most likely suitable for the survival of OFM in the Quaternary. Niche modelling analysis using all occurrence sites showed Sichuan Basin and Yunnan was unfavorable for OFM but widespread in other regions at past climatic conditions. When we constructed niche model using Sichuan lineages, it showed Sichuan and Yunnan was suitable for this lineage of OFM, but other regions were unsuitable. It may indicate a niche shift of mixture populations compared to two original populations (Sichuan and Yunnan).

As far as we are known, this is the first identification of Yunnan and Sichuan Basin jointly as refugia in East Asia. Both regions located in the eastern Qinghai-Tibet Plateau, which is the highest and largest plateau in the world. Since QTP is known to have been affected by large climatic changes in the Quaternary \[[@CR19]\], regions including Southeast China Hills, Yunnan and Sichuan Basin likely provide refugia during glaciation, although this remains controversial. The Yunnan region has a subtropical climate in southwestern China and represents the native range of OFM \[[@CR41]\] as well as many other species \[[@CR49]--[@CR51]\]. Although Sichuan Basin has a higher latitude than Yunnan, the basin has a lower altitude resulting in warm temperatures during the glacial period compared to other areas at a similar latitude. This region has also been identified as a refugium of several species \[[@CR29], [@CR32], [@CR50]--[@CR53]\]. These studies either identified local-scale refugia in endemic species within one of these regions \[[@CR50], [@CR51]\], or multiple refugia widely distributed in eastern Asia as well as the adjacent regions of eastern QTP \[[@CR28], [@CR29], [@CR32], [@CR52]\]. Yunnan province located at the southeastern QTP and southern Yunnan-Guizhou Plateau (YGP), while the Sichuan Basin located at western of QTP and north of YGP. Both the QTP and YGP block the northern branch of the Indian monsoon circulation to northern and eastern China \[[@CR54], [@CR55]\]. Impacted by the QTP and YGP, the temperature is warmer in southern Yunnan (also low in altitude) and colder in northern Yunnan (also high in altitude). Decline in temperature during glaciation period may be the main factor that leads to the separation of OFM populations between Yunnan and Sichuan Basin by the high-altitude areas in northern Yunnan. Our study supports the boundary regions of eastern QTP as important refugia for species of this region.

Based on mitochondrial genes, we trace the divergence time of OFM between Yunnan and Sichuan to 329.2 kya, which is coincident with the first stage of Penultimate Glacial Maximum (PGM) (333--316 kya) \[[@CR56]\] as estimated in Wei et al. (2015) \[[@CR41]\]. The admixture events occurred at 227.3 kya, and also fall into the PGM between the second (277--266 kya) and third (154--136 kya) periods \[[@CR56]\], suggesting the postglacial colonization of species in PGM in eastern Asia. Thus, populations of the OFM experienced the two glacial periods (PGM and LGM). Both the formation of the two refugia and the admixture events of the OFM occurred in the PGM but not significantly impacted in the LGM. Postglacial dispersal of the OFM occurred from Yunnan refuge to the east and then to the north of China. This situation was different from that in Europe and North America, where most species expanded their ranges later, after LGM.

Our study showed endemic populations of OFM in Sichuan Basin. This indicated the strong influence of climate oscillations on the adaptation of the OFM before PGM, as evidenced by the presence of endemic species in these areas \[[@CR50], [@CR51]\]. Niche model analysis indicates a wide range distribution of the OFM, while the potential distribution of Sichuan lineage is mainly around Sichuan Basin. Several haplotypes from other areas were also found in Sichuan and haplotypes of Sichuan population were clustered to lineage of other populations. This likely reflects recent dispersal through human-mediated activities. OFM has dispersed around the world within 100 years from East Asia to nearly all areas where its host plants occur \[[@CR39], [@CR40]\], pointing to a high capacity for dispersal. Genetic lineages restricted to the Sichuan Basin might have become locally adapted during glacial periods to a humid subtropical monsoonal climate while this remains to be tested.

Conclusion {#Sec9}
==========

This study revealed strong genetic structure around the suspected native range of OFM. Two refugial regions of OFM were identified in Yunnan and Sichuan Basin, likely shaped in the first stage of the PGM. Analyses based on both microsatellites and mitochondrial genes showed haplotypes restricted to Sichuan, suggesting an endemic population in this region. The findings suggest a strong impact of the Quaternary climate on the genetic structure of OFM. Further study using genome-wide SNP could help to investigate the structure of populations in this region in more detail and reveal the adaptive mechanism of OFM to local climate oscillations in the Quaternary.

Methods {#Sec10}
=======

Sample collection and DNA extraction {#Sec11}
------------------------------------

Larvae of OFM were sampled from peach orchards on different trees to avoid the collection of siblings. In total 461 individuals were collected from 21 populations across China (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}, Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). All of them were preserved in absolute ethanol and stored at − 80 °C prior to DNA extraction. Total genomic DNA was extracted from one third to one-half of individual larvae using the DNeasy Blood and Tissue Kit (Qiagen, Germany), according to the manufacturer's instructions.Table 3Collection information of the *Grapholita molesta* used in the studyGroupPopulationCollection locationLongitude (°E)Latitude (°N)Number of individualsYN[YNPE]{.ul}Yunnan Province, Puer101.0422.7517YN[YNBS]{.ul}Yunnan Province, Baoshan99.1725.1524YN[YNHH]{.ul}Yunnan Province, Honghe103.7123.5319YN[YNQJ]{.ul}Yunnan Province, Qujing104.1526.2824YNYNKMYunnan Province, Kunming102.6725.1624SC[SCCD]{.ul}Sichuan Province, Chengdu104.0730.6724SCSCNCSichuan Province, Nanchong105.9831.1624SCSCBZSichuan Province, Bazhong106.6631.8422SC[SCGY]{.ul}Sichuan Province, Guangyuan105.8932.6422AMGDGZGuangdong Province, Guangzhou113.5022.9924AMGXNNGuangxi Province, Nanning108.4022.7920AMGZGYGuizhou Province, Guiyang106.6726.3424AMGSTSGansu Province, Tianshui105.7234.5823AMQHHDQinghai Province, Haidong102.8236.3224NEHNCSHunan Province, Changsha112.8628.2812NE[FJND]{.ul}Fujian Province, Ningde119.5526.6723NEZJNBZhejiang Province,Ningbo121.5429.8718NE[SXYA]{.ul}Shanxi Province, Yanan109.4936.5924NESDQDShandong Province, Qingdao120.4336.1621NE[BJPG]{.ul}Beijing City, Pinggu117.1240.1424NE[LNSY]{.ul}Liaoning Province, Shenyang123.4341.8124YN, SC, NE indicates the Yunnan, Sichuan and north and east groups, while AM indicates the populations with the relatively high level of admixture. The populations underlined are those used in generating data sets for DIYABC analyses

Data generation {#Sec12}
---------------

For mitochondrial markers, two protein-coding genes (*cox1* and *nad5*) with a total length of 1386 bp were sequenced according to the method of \[[@CR41]\] (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S3). Mitochondrial gene sequences were individually assembled using the software SEQMAN in the LASERGENE suite package version 7.1.2 (DNASTAR, Inc., USA). Each gene was aligned using CLUSTALW \[[@CR57]\] implemented in MEGA version 7 \[[@CR58]\] under default parameters. Alignment of the nucleotide sequences was checked and realigned following the guidance of amino acid alignment. For nuclear markers, 12 microsatellite loci developed from randomly sequenced genomic sequences were used \[[@CR59]\] (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S3). The microsatellites were genotyped using GENEMAPPER version 4.0 (Applied Biosystems). The stuttering and large allele dropouts were detected using MICRO-CHECKER version 2.2.3 \[[@CR60]\] and checked back in GENEMAPPER.

Statistical power of microsatellite loci and genetic diversity analysis {#Sec13}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

To assess the statistical power affected by optional combination including the number of samples, sample sizes, number of loci and alleles as well as allele frequencies, POWSIM version 4.1 \[[@CR61]\] was used, which is a simulation-based computer program that estimates power using chi-square and Fisher's exact tests when evaluating the hypothesis of genetic homogeneity and degree of differentiation. A total of 2000 replicates were performed using population sizes and allele frequencies from the data, an effective population size of 4000 and drift generations varying from 8 to 80 to obtain expected *F*~*ST*~ values from 0.001 to 0.01.

For microsatellite loci, allele frequencies, observed heterozygosity (*H*~*O*~), expected heterozygosity (*H*~*E*~) and the polymorphic information content (PIC) were analyzed using the macros in Microsatellite Tools \[[@CR62]\]. Deviation from Hardy--Weinberg equilibrium (HWE) and the linkage disequilibrium (LD) were tested by GENEPOP version 4.0.11 \[[@CR63]\]. We estimated null allele frequencies using the software FREENA \[[@CR64]\]. The allelic richness (*A*~*R*~) of each locus and inbreeding coefficient (*F*~*IS*~) between individuals within each geographical population were detected using FSTAT version 2.9.3 \[[@CR65]\].

For mitochondrial genes, polymorphic sites, DNA polymorphism, linkage disequilibrium, the number of polymorphic sites (*S*), total number of mutations (*η*), number of haplotypes (*H*), haplotype diversity (*Hd*), nucleotide diversity (*Pi*), Tajima's D and average number of nucleotide differences (*K*) from both single and combined mitochondrial sequences were calculated in DnaSP version 5.10.01 \[[@CR66]\].

Population genetic structure analysis {#Sec14}
-------------------------------------

Considering the advantages of various of software and methodologies, we applied multiple complementary approaches, including POPTREE2, BAPS, STRUCTURE, DAPC and isolation-by-distance (IBD) analyses, to explore the population genetic structure of OFM.

First, to reveal the phylogenetic relationships among populations, POPTREE2 \[[@CR67]\] was used based on both microsatellites and/or mitochondrial genes using the neighbor-joining method under D~*A*~ distance. POPTREE2 constructs phylogenetic trees from allele frequency data by using the neighbor-joining (NJ) method and the unweighted pair-group method with arithmetic mean (UPGMA) \[[@CR67]\].

Second, a Bayesian analysis of population genetic structure (BAPS) analysis was conducted using BAPS version 6.0 \[[@CR68]\] based on microsatellites and mitochondrial genes. The spatially explicit BAPS model treats both the allele frequencies of the molecular markers and the number of genetically diverged groups in populations as random variables, as well as combining sample locations with genetic data, especially with large data sets. We performed 30 repeat runs, of which the maximum number of genetically diverged groups for the mitochondrial gene (*K*) was set to 5, 10, 15 and 20 respectively to ensure convergence and consistency of the results because the initial *K* value may affect the initial assignment of simulation and reduce the possibility of finding only a local mode.

Third, the population genetic structure was analyzed by STRUCTURE version 2.3.4 \[[@CR69]\] based on microsatellites. This method can identify subsets of the whole sample by detecting allele frequency differences within the data and can assign individuals to those sub-populations based on analysis of likelihoods. We used 30 replicates with *K* from 1 to 10, and a burn-in of 500,000 iterations followed by 2000,000 Markov Chain Monte Carlo iterations to identify the number of clusters. All results were collected and submitted to the online software STRUCTURE HARVESTER version 0.6.94 \[[@CR70]\] to determine the optimal *K* using both the Ln Pr (X\|*K*) and the Delta (*K*) methods.

Fourth, discriminant analysis of principal components (DAPC) implemented in the R package ADEGENET 1.4--2 \[[@CR71]\] was used to reveal population structure based on microsatellites. This method does not require a biological hypothesis and acts as a complement to STRUCTURE in that it considers HWE and linkage equilibrium in its own algorithm.

Finally, IBD was tested in populations of OFM using a Mantel test correlating genetic distance (*F*~*ST*~/(1-*F*~*ST*~)) and geographic distance (ln km) using *ade4* version 1.7--4 implemented in R (Daniel et al. 2004) with 999 replicates. This method was also used to test the correlation between *F*~*ST*~ values calculated from microsatellites and mitochondrial genes. The values of *F*~*ST*~ were calculated in FREENA version 4.0 with ENA (excluding null alleles) model \[[@CR72]\] for microsatellite data and ARLEQUIN suit version 3.5 for mitochondrial genes \[[@CR73]\].

Haplotype relationship analysis {#Sec15}
-------------------------------

We used SPLITSTREE version 4.14.5 \[[@CR74]\] to explore relationships among mitochondrial haplotypes. The program takes as input a set of taxa represented by aligned sequences and produces output trees or networks using different methods and provides a framework for evolutionary analysis using both trees and networks. The network methods combine reticulation events and phylogenetic topology into a visualized interface. We performed a Neighbor-Net analysis for construction of the network with a Kimura-2-parameter distance model \[[@CR75]\].

Taking advantage of the mitochondrial molecular clock estimated in insects \[[@CR76]\], we estimated the divergence time between the major lineages of mitochondrial haplotypes by BEAST version 1.8.1 \[[@CR77]\] as described in Wei et al. \[[@CR41]\]. The sibling species *Grapholita dimorpha* was used as an outgroup (GenBank Number: KJ671625) \[[@CR78]\].

We also constructed a haplotype network based on statistical parsimony in the program TCS version 1.21 \[[@CR79]\] to reveal the haplotype relationship and to identify the ancestral haplotype.

Demographic history analysis {#Sec16}
----------------------------

First, we investigated the population history by estimating the changes in the effective population size over time using a Bayesian skyline plot (BSP) \[[@CR80]\] implemented in the software BEAST version 1.8.0 \[[@CR77]\]. The piecewise-linear skyline model was selected for the Bayesian skyline coalescent tree priors. Chains were run for 200 million generations with a sampling of every 20,000 generations.

Second, we used an ABC method implemented in DIYABC version 2.1.0 \[[@CR81]\] to infer the demographic history of OFM, using the microsatellite data. In this method, different scenarios were proposed and compared based on prior knowledge. We used different data sets to test the scenarios as suggested in Lombaert, E, et al. \[[@CR82]\]. Based on the results of population genetic structure analyses, the 21 populations were classified into three major groups and a set of populations with a high level of admixture. For each major group, we chose populations with the least admixture and most admixture as representatives (Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}). These populations were assembled into 32 data sets with one representative from each group (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S2). To reduce the complexity of the tested scenarios, we used a hierarchical approach \[[@CR6]\] by optimizing the procedure into three successive steps.

In step 1, the relationships among the three major groups were compared by using the 32 assembled data sets. A total of nine possible scenarios were tested, regarding split and admixture events.

In step 2, two competing scenarios regarding the ancestral population were tested based on the results of step 1, of which one population was derived from the admixture of the other two populations. Fifteen datasets that supported the most plausible scenario in step 1 were retained for analysis in this step.

In step 3, the origins of four populations with admixture, i.e., GXNN, GDGZ, GSTS, QHHD, were tested individually by adding them to the best scenario of step 2. A hierarchical tournament approach was used in this step \[[@CR6]\], in which two subsets of scenarios (step 3--1 refers to the northern and eastern group \[NE\] while step 3--2 does not include NE with 3 scenarios in each step and 56 and 32 datasets used, respectively) are compared in the first round of analyses and the winners are compared by posterior probabilities.

Methods for scenario comparisons and validation are described in \[[@CR41]\]. Based on results of Bayesian skyline plot analysis, constant effective population size was assumed in all scenarios. Scenarios and priors used in DIYABC analysis are shown in supplemental information (Additional file [1](#MOESM1){ref-type="media"}: Table S2, Table S4, Figure S6-S9).

Third, gene flow between Sichuan and Yunnan populations was estimated using the isolation-by-migration (IM) model in IMa2 \[[@CR83], [@CR84]\] based on microsatellites. The program implements a method for generating posterior probabilities for complex demographic population genetic models. For the M mode, a 6-h burn-in was applied. The number of steps between genealogy saving was defaulted as 100 and the outputs were exported every 6 h. The calculation model was fixed to include ranges on mutation rates as priors on mutation rate scalars. A geometric heating mode was used with 5 chains. The first and second heating parameters were set to 0.999 and 0.3, respectively. The prior value of migration was defined as 5 and the maximum population size and maximum time of population splitting were 150 and 50, respectively. The migration prior follows an exponential distribution with mean given by -m or a parameter prior file was used. Multiple run options together with the output options were used to improve the comprehensiveness and completeness of the results. Several runs were carried out with different random seeds to generate 100,000 genealogies for L mode analysis. All genealogy outputs calculated by the M mode were collected for the L mode and the final result was visualized by the program IMfig \[[@CR85]\].

Niche model analysis {#Sec17}
--------------------

For niche modelling, 326 occurrences, throughout its entire distribution range in East Asia, were obtained from the published literature, websites (CABI) and collected samples in our laboratory. Occurrences were rarefied to 178 sites by excluding imprecise points and retaining one occurrence in a grid cell (30 min of a longitude/latitude degree). Seven bioclimatic variables \[[@CR86]\] that most likely restrict the distribution of OFM \[[@CR87]--[@CR89]\] were acquired from the WorldClim website at a resolution of 10-min, including annual mean temperature (BIO1), mean diurnal temperature range (BIO2), maximum temperature of the warmest month (BIO5), minimum temperature of the coldest month (BIO6), annual mean precipitation (BIO12), precipitation of wettest month (BIO13) and precipitation of driest month (BIO14). The maximum entropy implemented in MAXENT version 3.4.1 \[[@CR15]\] was used to estimate the possible distribution of OFM in the present and past times. Models was constructed using bootstrap with 10 replicates. The area under the curve (AUC) of a receiver operating characteristic plot was used to evaluate model performance. The potential distribution during the last interglacial (LIG, 120 kya), LGM (21 kya) and mid-Holocene (MID, 6 kya) was estimated by projecting the current niche model onto climatic conditions during the LIG, LGM and MID periods. The past climatic conditions were download from the WorldClim website which were downscaled and calibrated from current bioclimatic variables using the Community Climate System Model 3 (CCSM 3) \[[@CR90]\].

Both niche modelling and molecular data revealed that populations around Sichuan Basin were distinct from other regions (see results section). We obtained 49 occurrence sites located in the distribution areas of Sichuan lineage (dash line circle in Fig. [2b](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, including Sichuan and Yunnan areas) for modelling. The current and past distribution of the two lineages was estimated as described above. Niche overlaps between Sichuan lineage and all lineages were measured using principal component analysis on the environment spaces (PCA-env) in the R script following Broennimann et al. \[[@CR91]\]. PCA-env analyses compute density of occurrences in the environmental space and compare niche overlap using Schoener's D metric \[[@CR92]\]. The statistical tests of niche equivalency and similarity were conducted with 500 iterations by comparing the observed D values to simulated overlap distribution. The niche equivalency examines whether the niche overlap is constant by randomly reallocating the occurrences of both lineages among the two ranges, while the niche similarity test evaluates whether the niche occupied by one lineages is more similar to the one occupied by the other lineage than expected by chance \[[@CR91]\].

Additional file
===============

 {#Sec18}

Additional file 1:**Table S1.** Results of POWSIM analysis. **Table S2.** The best scenario estimated in each step by using each data set. **Table S3.** Primers used in the study. **Table S4.** Priors used in DIYABC analysis. **Figure S1.** Dating tree of divergence time for each *Grapholita molesta* group. **Figure S2.** Statistical parsimony networks of the combined mitochondrial genes. **Figure S3.** Bayesian sky plot analysis on the variation in effective population size using BEAST in 12 populations. **Figure S4.** Representative illustration on the pre-evaluation, model checking, posterior distribution and posterior probability in DIYABC analyses. **Figure S5.** Comparison of the distribution range of the clusters from Sichuan (SC) and clusters from other regions. **Figure S6.** Scenarios in Step 1 of DIYABC analysis. **Figure S7.** Scenarios in Step 2 of DIYABC analysis. **Figure S8.** Scenarios in Step 3--1 of DIYABC analysis. **Figure S9.** Scenarios in Step 3--2 of DIYABC analysis. (PDF 2416 kb)
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